In this paper, we introduce a system named Comparative Molecular Interaction Profile Analysis system (CoMIPA) that utilizes virtual docking study for comprehensive analysis of molecular interactions.
INTRODUCTION
From the necessity that cost-effective ways to identify candidate compounds for new drugs, a computational approach have been applied to find lead compounds. The docking program is the key problem in virtual small molecules screening. Several researchers have already tried to design the drugs based on the information obtained &om crystal structure of the enzymes. In this paper, we introduce a system named Comparative Molecular Interaction Profile Analysis system (CoMIPA) that utilizes virtual docking study for comprehensive analysis of molecular interactions. The docking engine uses AutoDock 3.0, which is widely used for docking evaluation of small molecule/protein complexes. By using pre-made grid maps for each receptor, the system can evaluate the possibility of these interactions faster.
Research of RNA aptamer is very useful to creation of functional molecules, because RNA aptamer is excellent in binding selectivity and the stability of structure, and its interaction target is as broad as a low molecule to protein ', *. We report analysis with computer support of an RNA aptamer design. However, it should be emphasized that the result from 3bases region had correlation with the result of PDB data (R2=0.980).
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Comparative
In summary, we have developed a new system for biomolecular docking evaluation, named CoMIPA. By using 3-bases RNA fragment, the system can use computational molecular docking results to help for RNA aptamer screening. We believe that the system has the potential to be a useful for RNA aptamer design.
